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ABSTRACT: Model development and application as well as data analysis and integration are main
methodologies in climate impact research. In recent years, increasing computing capacity has
advanced the evaluation of simulation models by uncertainty and sensitivity quantification. To bring
related techniques at the desk of modelers and analysts easy to apply simulation environments are
an essential prerequisite. We present with SimEnv such an environment that is used for sensitivity,
uncertainty and scenario analyses.
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REQUIREMENTS

DEVELOPMENT

Simulation environments (SE) [1] (Fig. 1) are
software tools to support experimenting with
simulation models, normally developed outside
the environment.

SimEnv [2] (Fig. 2) is a multi‐run SE mainly for
SUA. Pre‐defined experiment types (Tab. 1, Box
1) representing model‐free SUA methods are
based on probabilistic, deterministic or
Bayesian sampling schemes in high‐dimensional
(100+) factor spaces and allow for flexible
experimentation and analyses afterwards.
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Local Sensitivity Analysis
(linearity, symmetry …)
Determ. Factorial Design
(full/fractional)





Important features of a SE for sensitivity and
uncertainty analyses (SUA) are

Bayesian Calibration
(Metropolis algorithm)





Corresponding experiment designs /
sampling methods in factor spaces,
Model interface to import factor values and
to export model output,
Experiment load distribution on computer
networks,
Experiment analysis to derive measures, and
Coupled visualization systems for
explorative visual analysis.
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Fig. 2 SimEnv experiment workflow
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Tab. 1 SimEnv experiment types

Features:
Large‐volume (GB range), multi‐dimensional
(≤ 9) / multi‐variate (100+) model output.
Simple interface for C/C++, Fortran, Python,
Java, Matlab, Mathematica, GAMS models
and shell scripts:
Include for each factor and for each model
output field one SimEnv function call into
model source code.
Flexible load distribution strategies for the
single runs of the experiment on a computer
network or on a multi‐core machine.
Post‐processor to derive interactively output
functions / measures in NetCDF or IEEE
compliant format by chains of built‐in /
user‐defined operators.
Coupled visualization framework SimEnvVis
[3] (Figs. 3 and 4).

Fig. 3 The visualization wizard SimEnvVis: technique selection

APPLICATION
SimEnv has been applied in climate impact
research for many problem settings. Studies
with about 20 models range from scenario
analyses of a global economy – energy model
[4], uncertainty and sensitivity analyses of a
model of the Indian monsoon [5] to Bayesian
calibration of a forest growth model [6].
Preferred experiment types of 10.600 experi‐
ments performed so far by more than 30 users
are multi‐factor deterministic design (67%),
Monte Carlo analysis (19%) and factor ranking
(5%). On average per experiment (i) 8 factors
were used resulting in 290 single runs, (ii) 11
variables were output with 51.000 values per
single run and (iii) an experiment was
distributed on 56 processor cores.
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Fig. 4 Ensemble data visualization examples from SimEnvVis
left: Parallel coordinates for a Monte Carlo analysis –
temperature, humidity and wind components of an
Earth system model of intermediate complexity
right: Graphical table for a deterministic design –
three factors (sens_*) and two aggregated outputs
of a hydrological model
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